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Introduction 

In 2020 the Information and Privacy Commission (IPC) undertook an audit of NSW Information and 
Privacy Commission (IPC) has conducted an Audit on the Local Government sectors compliance with 
annual Disclosure of Interests Returns and, in particular, IPC Guideline 1 (which requires the Returns 
to be published on Councils’ websites). 

IPC Audit Disclosure of Information (Return Disclosing the Interest of Councillors and Designated 
Persons) 

IPC Guideline 1: For local councils on the disclosure of information contained in returns disclosing the 
interests of councillors and designated persons (Guideline 1). 

The IPC released the audit results in August 2021 and Council, by self-assessment, determined that it 
only partly complied with IPC recommendations 7 and 8. In order to fully comply with the audit 
recommendations, this document brings together all of Council’s current documents, in relation to 
Disclosure Returns, into an overarching policy and this comprehensive procedure.  

 
With respect to recommendations 7 and 8 (which have been dealt with together) the following pre-
existing procedures/documents have been brought together in this document: 

- Process for annual review of list of designated officers; 
- Procedure for distributing Returns (both annual returns and initial returns); 
- How to complete Disclosure of Interests Return document – reviewed annually and distributed 

with returns to designated persons; 
- Annual report to Council in November each year as required by the Code of Conduct; 
- Public Interest Test in relation to disclosure of returns being made available on Council’s 

website – adopted by the Executive Leadership Team (ELT) June 2020; 
- Website information (including redacted returns, GIPA Public Interest Test and information 

about how to view Returns at Council’s Customer Centre upon request). 

It is proposed that this document be reviewed annually at the end of each financial year. 
 
  

Recommendation 7 

Councils should have a clear and specific policy or procedure for the completion, collection and publication of the returns of interest within 
12 months of this report. 

Recommendation 8 
The policy or procedure should include appropriate guidance to assist officers within the council to carry out the obligations with respect to 
the returns of interests. In particular, Councils should ensure that the policy or procedure includes adequate information including; 
- A clear definition of ‘designated persons 
- Guidance about making redaction or withholding information on a case by case basis following consideration of the public interest test 
- Setting out the clear authorisation process for the approval and publication of returns and 
- Ensuring that there is a clear process for the publication, review and updating of returns. 
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1. Designated Persons 

1.1. Ongoing review of list of designated persons 

The list of officers who are employed in a position classified as a designated person is updated 
regularly by the Coordinator Administration.  

The Coordinator Administration receives “employee alerts” from Human Resources and updates the 
employees on the list of designated persons on an as required basis. These are system generated 
emails when a new employee commences with Council, when a current employee resigns or retires 
from Council or when a current employee’s employment status changes.  

New employees in a designated persons position are emailed an initial Disclosure Return for 
completion within three (3) months of commencing employment with Council. 

For designated persons who are leaving the organisation (ie. have resigned or retired) the Manager or 
Director responsible for completing the termination checklist will be alerted to the fact that the 
position is classified as a designated person and that a final Disclosure Return needs to be 
completed prior to the employee finishing with Council. 

1.2. Annual review of designated officers 

Prior to annual Disclosure Returns being emailed to designated officer, the list is sent to the relevant 
Manager for review and confirmation that the list is complete and up to date. This process is 
undertaken in the week prior to returns being distributed. 

2. Public Interest Test (publication of Disclosure of 
Interests Returns on Council’s website) 

2.1. Introduction 

Under section 6(1) of the GIPA Act, Council must make the government information that is its ‘open 
access’ information publicly available unless there is an overriding public interest against disclosure 
of the information. 

On 26 September 2019, the Information & Privacy Commission (IPC) issued Guideline 1: For local 
councils on the disclosure of information contained in returns disclosing the interests of councilors 
and designated persons (Guidelines 1) which requires the publication of Disclosure Returns on 
Council’s website unless there is an overriding public interest against disclosure.  

2.2. Considerations in favour of publication of Disclosure Returns on Council’s 
website 

Under section 12(1) of the GIPA Act, there is a general public interest in favour of disclosing 
government information.   

Potential considerations in favour of disclosure; 

a) Disclosure of the information could reasonably be expected to promote open discussion of 
public affairs, enhance Government accountability or contribute to positive and informed debate 
on issues of public importance. 

b) Disclosure of the information could reasonably be expected to inform the public about the 
operations of agencies and, in particular, their policies and practices for dealing with members 
of the public. 
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c) Disclosure of the information could reasonably be expected to ensure effective oversight of the 
expenditure of public funds. 

d)  Disclosure of the information could reasonably be expected to reveal or substantiate that an 
agency (or a member of an agency) has engaged in misconduct or negligent, improper or 
unlawful conduct. 

The publication of Disclosure Returns promotes these public interest considerations by furthering 
openness, transparency and accountability in local government. These are key principles 
underpinning the Local Government Act 1993 and are recognised as good governance principles for 
public sector organisations. Disclosing the Returns is one measure that protects the integrity of 
Councils’ decision-making processes by allowing scrutiny of potential conflicts of interests that 
would arise where Council officials participate in decision making from which they or their close 
associates may derive, or be perceived to derive, personal or financial benefit.   

To assist members of the public to have confidence that potential conflicts of interest are avoided, 
they should have sufficient information about the areas of conflict. In this respect, disclosure of the 
information contained in the Returns is an important element in promoting public accountability.   

2.3. Considerations against publication of Disclosure Returns on Council’s 
website 

When applying the public interest test, the only public interest considerations against disclosure that 
can be taken into account are those set out in the Table to section 14 of the GIPA Act. The 
considerations detailed below are relevant to this matter.   

2.3.1 Responsible and effective government 

There is a public interest consideration against disclosure of information if disclosure of the 
information could reasonably be expected to prejudice the effective exercise by an agency of the 
agency’s functions (Table 1(f)).  

Section 8A of the LGA sets out the guiding principles that apply to the exercise of functions and 
decision making by councils and include the following:  

 
 Councils should act fairly, ethically and without bias in the interests of the local community; 
 Councils should be responsible employers and provide a consultative and supportive working 

environment for staff; 
 Council decision-making should be transparent and decision-makers are to be accountable for 

decisions and omissions. 

The re-release of IPC Guideline 1 has prompted the Office of Local Government (OLG) to review its 
approach to the interpretation of those required to lodge Returns. The advice now provides a much 
narrower interpretation of the Model Code provisions than had previously been the case and practice 
within the local government industry. Of particular relevance is the OLG advice that; 

“Councils should weigh up the risk that the requirement to publish returns of interests is designed to 
address to ensure that this is a proportionate mitigation of that risk. This assessment should be 
based on a consideration of the nature, responsibilities and functions of a role or a committee and 
the type and level of delegations it exercises.” “Positions or committee memberships involving the 
performance of low-level administrative or regulatory functions that carry limited or no discretion or 
financial delegations, should not be identified as positions of designated persons.” 

In applying the provisions of the Model Code, the ELT has determined to embrace a broad 
interpretation of the return lodgement requirements and definition of designated officers. The broader 
approach promotes good governance as more positions of influence, providing advice or exercising 
delegated authority are required to lodge Returns including planners, regulatory staff, procurement 
officers etc. 
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2.3.2  Individual rights, judicial processes and natural justice 

There is a public interest consideration against disclosure of information if disclosure of the 
information could reasonably be expected to have one or more of the following effects:  

• reveal an individual’s personal information (Table 3(a)), 

• expose a person to a risk of harm or of serious harassment or serious intimidation (Table 3 (f)). 

Disclosure of personal information held in electronic records, such as signatures, financial information 
and photographs, provides opportunities for identity theft or other criminal acts against a person with 
very harmful consequences.  

Information made available for public viewing (or copying) at Council Office is not accessible to the 
world at large in the way that information published on a website is available. Information published 
in digital form on a website can be accessed by people at any time, and downloaded, copied, 
modified and republished in various formats. Once published the information can no longer be 
controlled. The GIPA Act, in fact, recognises that there may be a risk (including the potential to 
expose a person to a risk of harm) in publishing some types of information in the online information 
environment.  

2.4. Outcomes and weighing considerations 

In terms of risk management, it certainly is foreseeable that disclosing the type and combination of 
information contained in the Returns on Council’s website could expose a person to harassment and 
intimidation, and potentially serious harm or identity theft. This consideration is recognised as a 
significant factor against disclosure.  

Council receives a minimal number of requests for inspection of the Returns (3 requests have been 
received in the last 5 years, 2 of which were from the media). The placement of the Returns on our 
website will expose a significant number of Council officials to uncontrolled broad scrutiny of 
personal information, fishing expeditions and, potentially, personal vendetta. In addition, the access 
to personal identifying information, particularly home addresses is bound to be concerning for staff 
with families and who may be fearful of ramifications if a member of the public is disgruntled with a 
particular staff member. The reality is the cause of that ill will may not necessarily be related to their 
employment with Council, which makes the accessibility of information via the Council website all the 
more concerning, the ramifications of which could be far more complex and far reaching than the 
intent behind the GIPA legislation.  

In the original IPC Guideline 1 Council were encouraged to note clearly on their website that the 
returns are available for inspection at Council offices during ordinary business hours. It held that 
releasing information in this manner “facilitates the legitimate public interest in having access to the 
information, while protecting the individual’s right to privacy and safety”.  

The publishing of this information on a website provides no additional probity or transparency to any 
local government process but significantly impinges on individual privacy rights. The website 
provides the availability of the Returns, and potential exposure of the personal information contained 
within them, to an unrestricted audience. This is balanced against the minimal number of genuine 
requests received by Council to view the returns. The unnecessary risk exposure to Council officials 
by placing the returns on the website does not equate to the current public demand to view the 
returns at Council offices.  

The Returns, by their very nature, contain a significant amount of personal information relative to the 
other open access documents. The type of open access information required by the GIPA Act to be 
published on the web is a factor that should be taken into account and, in this case, is a factor 
against disclosure. It is considered unreasonable to require Council officials to sacrifice their 
legitimate right to privacy and protection given that the purpose of the returns as a public 
accountability measure can be equally fulfilled by the current practice of making them available for 
inspection in a controlled environment at Council offices.  
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Consideration has been given to placing the Returns on our website with signatures and place of 
residences redacted, however, there is further information in the returns that could reveal an 
individual’s personal and business affairs.  

It is recommended that Council adopt the position that there is an overriding public interest against 
disclosure of the Returns on our website.  

2.5. Decision 
Upon considering the above public interest test Council’s Executive Leadership Team resolved as 
follows: 
 
 that Council publish the Disclosure Returns on its website, subject to all information being 

redacted apart from the names and positions of Councillors, senior staff and designated officers, 
along with advice that unredacted Returns may be viewed free of charge at the Council 
Administration Office. 

3. Procedure for completion and publication of 
Returns 

3.1. Procedure for completion of annual Disclosure Returns 

The following procedure ensures that annual Disclosure Returns are distributed to all required 
positions, followed up, and completed correctly: 
 

- Review officers in designated positions with all relevant Managers prior to distribution of 
returns (see section 1.4 of this document); 

- Review ‘How to complete Disclosure of Interests Return’ document – prior to distribution of 
annual returns (see part 4 of this document); 

- Populate Returns with information from previous year’s Returns; 
- Distribute Returns (by email) on 1 July to Councillors, senior officers and designated persons 

along with detailed information on how to complete the Returns (see part 4 of this document); 
- As returns are submitted a table containing a record of all returns is updated with the 

lodgement date – this table also assists with following up on returns prior to the due date; 
- All documentation (including annual emails, signed returns, list of designated officers, Council 

report and register of returns) are to be saved in an annual TRIM folder as follows -  
GOVERNANCE - REPORTING - Disclosure of Interests Returns - Councillors and Staff - Year 
Ended 30 June 20XX  

- Follow up on outstanding returns prior to the due date; 
- Submit report to November Council meeting (and table the Register of Returns at the same 

meeting) (see Appendix B for a sample of the Council report). 

3.2. Procedure for publication of annual Disclosure Returns 

The following procedure ensures that annual Disclosure Returns are made available to the public in 
accordance with Guideline 1 and the Public Interest Test undertaken by Council in relation to 
publication of Disclosure Returns on Council’s website: 

 
- Returns are compiled in an annual register (which is split between Councillors and employees 

(being the General Manager, senior officers and designated persons); 
- Returns are redacted (in accordance with the public interest test – see part 2 of this document) 

and the redacted register is made available on Council’s website; 
- The Public Interest Test in relation to publication of Disclosure Returns is also made available 

on Council’s website. The Register of Disclosure of Interests Returns is available on the 
registers page of our website – with a link to the Open Access Information page; 
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- Returns available for viewing at Council’s Customer Centre upon request. 

3.3. Procedure for completion and publication of initial and final Disclosure 
Returns 

Procedure for initial returns and returns required to be submitted by designated persons on 
resignation: 

- The table of designated persons is maintained by the Coordinator Administration on the basis 
of ‘employee alerts’ emails (see section 1.3 of this document); 

- If a new employee commences in a position that is classified as a designated person, the 
employee is sent an initial Disclosure Return and information on how to complete the return 
(see part 4 of this document) and the required return date; 

- If a current employee in a designated person’s position resigns or retires, the relevant 
Manager is required to ensure that the employee completes a return prior the person’s 
retirement/resignation. Managers are alerted to this requirement by the HR termination 
checklist and are required to sign that the return has been submitted prior to the employee 
finishing work with Council; 

- Initial returns and returns submitted on resignation/retirement are compiled in a 
supplementary register for the year in question, which is redacted (in accordance with the 
public interest test – see part 2 of this document) and published to Council website (on the 
same page as the register of annual returns). 
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4. How to complete Disclosure Returns 
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A. Sample Council report – to be submitted to 
October Council meeting (annually) 

Subject – 20xx-xx Disclosure of Interests Returns 

Executive Summary 
 Disclosure of Interests Returns from Councillors and Designated Officers are due annually on 30 

September. 

 
 The General Manager is required to keep a Register of Disclosure of Interests Returns and to 

table the Register at the first Council meeting after the due date. 

 

Recommendation 

That it be noted that the Register of Disclosure of Interests Returns for 20XX-XX has been tabled at 
the Ordinary Council Meeting of XX October 20XX. 

 

Purpose 

To table the Register of Disclosure of Interests Returns for 20XX-XX in accordance with the 
requirements of the Code of Conduct. 

Discussion 

In tabling the Register of Returns for 20XX-XX, I report that all Councillors and designated staff have 
submitted their duly completed returns within the prescribed timeframe. 

Redacted returns are published on Council’s website in accordance with the Information and Privacy 
Commission’s Guildeline 1 and the public interest test conducted in relation to that Guideline. 

Extract from the relevant page of Council’s website is below: 

Annual Disclosure of Interests Returns 
Below are the Registers (redacted) of 2021-22 Disclosure of Interests Returns. Please use the 
'bookmarks' functionality within the document to review the list of Councillors and officers who 
submitted Returns and to skip through the Returns. Council has adopted a Disclosure Returns Policy 
PDF, 76.72 KB that details the definition of designated persons and the outcomes of the Public 
Interest Test PDF, 70.23 KB in relation to publishing returns on our website. Council has determined 
that it is not in the public interest to publish the Returns in full. 

The unredacted Register of Returns is available for inspection at Council's offices subject to request. 
To inspect the Register of Returns (unredacted) please complete our Access to Information request 
form. 

 2021-22 Councillor Disclosure of Interests Returns PDF, 10042.46 KB 
 2021-22 Staff A-K Disclosure of Interests Returns PDF, 11699.99 KB 
 2021-22 Staff L-Z Disclosure of Interests Returns PDF, 15209.29 KB 
 Public Interest Test - Disclosure Returns PDF, 70.23 KB 

Anyone is entitled to inspect the ‘Returns of the Interests of Councillors, designated persons and 
delegates’ under Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009. 
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Strategic alignment 

Policy and legislative requirements 

Code of Conduct for Councillors - Section 4.9; and 

Code of Conduct for Staff - Section 4.18. 

Conclusion 

It is necessary for the Disclosure of Interests Returns (for the period 1 July 20XX to 30 June 20XX) to 
be tabled at this Council Meeting for the purpose of legislative compliance. 
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